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Abstract— Conventional transmission system uses single 

plate clutch with a manual transmission gear box. Disengage 

clutch, Change gear, Gradually engage clutch thus three 

operations are to be performed while moving from one gear 

to another, hence in all 15 operations are performed to move 

to the top gear, it is important to note out of the 15 

operations performed to reach the top gear…10 operations 

are clutch operations, hence making clutch operations 

automatic will reduce human effort. Automatic clutch 

control has another advantage, i.e, out of three pedals ie, one 

of accelerator pedal, Brake Pedal, Clutch pedal eliminating 

the clutch pedal will lead to easy driving as the controls 

become simple . Many methods of automatic clutch control 

namely electro-magnetic clutch, pneumatic clutch control 

etc have been tried but due inherent disadvantages and 

maintenance problems they have been replaced back by 

conventional method. The auto-disengagement single clutch 

employs only one set of compression springs instead of the 

usual two sets, with this arrangement it is possible to reduce 

the weights of the centrifugal members. The modified 

system utilizes the centrifugal force developed by engine 

acceleration, whereas the temporary dis-engagement of 

clutch required at the time of gear change is a solenoid 

actuated by switch in gear change knob. The hold time of 

the solenoid is only a few seconds thus prolongs solenoid 

life and reduces power consumption from battery. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Frictional Clutches: 

Frictional clutch has its principal applications in 

transmission of power of shafts and machines which must be 

started or stopped frequently. In cases where power is to be 

delivered to machines partially or fully loaded. In 

automobiles to connect engine to the driven shaft [1] 

B. Essential Features of Clutch: 

1) Contact surfaces should develop a frictional force 

that may pick up and hold the load with reasonably 

low pressure between contact surfaces. 

2) Heat of friction should be rapidly dissipated and 

tendency to grab the heat should be minimum. 

3) Surfaces should be backed by a material soft enough 

to ensure reasonably uniform distribution of 

pressure.[1] 

C. Types of Frictional Clutches: 

1) Manual Clutches: 

1) Plate Clutch 

 Single Plate 

 Multi Plate  

2) Cone Clutch 

2) Semiautomatic Clutches: 

 Bendix Clutch Control 

 Pneumatic Clutch Control 

3) Automatic Clutches: 

 Hydramatic auto-transmission system 

 Centrifugal Clutches 

 Magnetic Clutches 

 Powder magnetic clutches 

 Fluid magnetic clutches 

A. Bendix Clutch Control: 

 
Fig.1: Bendix Clutch 

The semiautomatic transmission system aims at 

reducing the clutch operations thereby enable comfort in 

driving vehicle. The main intention in this system is to 

synchronize or combine clutch operation to accelerator 

pedal operation thereby only one control is use instead of 

the most popular of these systems is the Bendix automatic 

clutch control If one considers the conventional gear box-

clutch combination ,its use for gear changing involves 

separate  employment of three controls , the gear lever 

,clutch and accelerator pedal, thus in order to start a car from 

rest and get into top gear no less than thirteen operations are 

necessary. Thus to simplify the gear changing  operations it 

is necessary to consider how the clutch pedal can be 

dispensed with since this pedal has to be used twice for each 

gear change . Bendix clutch control is a method of fully 

automatic clutch control where in the clutch control activity 

is controlled with the accelerator pedal itself in co-

ordination with the use of servo units pneumatically or 

electrically operated. Though these systems aim at 

automating the clutch operations but they are less effective 

as this control is extremely complex, and do not always give 

satisfactory performance with the conventional transmission 

system.[2] 
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B. Electropneumatic Clutch Control: 

 
Fig. 2: Electro Pneumatic Clutch 

The Electro pneumatic clutch control system has 

also a clutch pedal to operate the clutch system, For a 

vehicle using pneumatic clutch control has at least one disk 

includes a pneumatic cylinder operatively connected to the 

clutch disk for operating the clutch disk as a function of a 

pneumatic pressure applied to the cylinder. The amount of 

clutch pedal travel is signaled based upon a displacement 

sensor for measurement. An electronic package responsive 

to the signal from the displacement sensor outputs a control 

signal which follows a predetermined law as a function of 

the signal from the displacement sensor. A pneumatic circuit 

is connected to the pneumatic cylinder for supplying 

pneumatic pressure thereto, the pneumatic circuit including 

an electromagnetic modulator which receives the control 

signal and outputs a pneumatic pressure as a function of the 

Control signal. This electro pneumatic control has its own 

advantage that the working of a clutch is smoother than the 

other clutch. [3] 

C. Hydramatic Transmission System: 

 

Fig. 3: Hydramatic Transmission 

The fully automatic transmission systems have an entirely 

different construction or modification of the existing 

transmission system with suitable changes in the clutch 

design .Hydrostatic transmission system is the most 

innovative automatic transmission system available and is 

popular because it requires a minimum of system 

components and fewer controls. The hydrostatic 

transmission system consists of an bent axis piston pump 

with servo angle control mechanism and a set of hydraulic 

motors for the wheel drive. The system does not require any 

torque converters or overdrives thus making the system 

compact and easy to operate. This system is proven to be 

effective but the major concern is the cost of implementation 

of this system in commercial vehicles. This is the sole 

reason that these systems have taken a back seat in vehicle 

development. 

D. Centrifugal Clutches: 

 
Fig. 4: Centrifugal Clutch 

The centrifugal clutches are usually incorporated 

into motor pulleys the outer surface of the shoes is covered 

up with a frictional material. These shoes which can move 

radially in guides are held against the boss (or spider) on the 

driving shaft by means of springs. The springs exert a 

radially inward force which is assumed constant. The mass 

of shoe, when revolving, causes it to exert a radially 

outward force (ie, centrifugal force). The magnitude of this 

centrifugal force depends upon the speed at which the shoe 

is revolving. A little consideration will show that when the 

centrifugal force is less than the spring force, the shoe 

remains in the same position as when the driving shaft is 

stationary, but when the centrifugal force is equal to the 

spring force the shoe is just floating. When the centrifugal 

force exceeds the spring force, the shoe moves outward and 

comes into contact with the driven member and presses 

against it. The force with which the shoe presses against the 

driven member is the difference of the centrifugal force and 

the spring force. The increase in speed causes the shoe to 

press harder and enables more torque to be transmitted. 

Earlier the centrifugal clutches develop power proportional 

to mass of the shoes used on the system as the force with 

which the shoe presses against the driven member is the 

difference of the centrifugal force and the spring force. The 

increase in speed causes the shoe to press harder and enables 

more torque to be transmitted. As there is limitation on the 

mass of the shoes that can be used in the conventional 

centrifugal clutch due to limitations of space, these 

centrifugal clutches with conventional design find 

applications in small automobiles like scooters, and cannot 
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be used for low or medium or heavy commercial vehicles. 

[6] 

E. Fluid Magnetic Clutches: 

The fluid magnetic clutches develop electromagnetic force 

required for clutch operation using magnetic fluid. The use 

of fluid magnetic clutches has relatively restricted due to 

high frictional drag induced between output as well as input 

members when clutch is at running without load, and 

because of centrifugal force cause such distribution of 

magnetic particles. Fluid magnetic clutch has general 

obstacle that, although it is easier to Magnetically hold an 

input member in power Transmitting relation to an output 

member, When the current stop to flow the flux in the 

Circuit falls to a lower intensity, and owing to the Quite 

high presence of the gap when filled with iron powder, the 

circuit cannot be completely demagnetized, and in 

consequence the residual flux causes a continuing drag 

which results in loss of power and heating. These clutches 

are extremely compact with an effective power to weight 

ratio but again main difficulty in implementation is that the 

cost of these clutches is very high, hence they find limited 

application in the modern day automobiles.[5] 

F. Powder Magnetic Clutches: 

 
Fig. 5: Powder Magnetic Clutch 

As we know the magnetic flux is effective in the 

area of ferromagnetic powder leakage the particles of 

ferromagnetic powder are retained. The more intensive the 

magnetic flux, the more reliable the protection will be 

required for the bearings for the driven member. The 

powder magnetic though low at cost have a very high 

weight to power ratio which makes them bulky and they 

also consume considerable amount of space, hence they find 

applications only in stationary applications like machine 

tools and not in mobile applications ie, automobiles.[4] 

II. CONCLUSION 

It has been observed that there is a large number of 

automatic friction clutches are available in the market. They 

have their own advantages but few of them have effective 

power to weight ratio and problem is in its implementation 

cost. Some clutches are bulky and it requires the 

considerable amount of space. The centrifugal clutch has the 

low cost and less space is required but it is used for the 

small applications only. So it is necessary do find out  an 

automatic clutch which will have lesser implementation 

cost, longer life, Maximum power and less space required 

for mounting. 
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